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Recently developedtechniquesfor finding embeddedpairwise mode couplings in high-order
systemsand calculating the transmission coefficient in linear mode conversion for passive,
stable plasmasare extendedto the treatment of coupling of positive and negative energy waves
in nonuniform plasmas.In particular, the coupling of positive and negative energy waves in
costreaming, nonuniform electron beamsis treated in detail and the ensuing spatial
amplification is determined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many studies have recently dealt with the propagation
of general N-component perturbations of form Zi(x)
= A, (x)exp[i$(x) ] (i = 1,2,...,N) defined on space-time
[x = (r,t> ] in a weakly inhomogeneousand time-dependent
plasma.’Often, the space-time evolution of the amplitude
A(x) = (Ai,i= l,..., N) and of the generalizedwave vector
k, (x) = 6’$/axa of such perturbations is slow and is governed by the transport equation of the form*
where D( k,x) is a Hermitian dispersion matrix and
d( --*)
-=y+(y)(S).
dx”

Following Ref. 3, we shall refer to thesetypes of problems as
“Hermitian problems.” For example, cold, nonstreaming
plasmas;’warm, Maxwellian-fluid plasmas;4and even the
unreduced Maxwell-Vlasov system for a perturbed Maxwellian equilibrium,5 all comprise a Hermitian problem.
Hermitian problems are of a specialimportance because
they have several important properties. First, Eq. ( 1) for a
Hermitian dispersion matrix D yields a conservation law,
i.e.,
aJp
-co,
J,, = -AT*- aD A .
(2)
afl
%
Second,Eq. ( 1) allows a successive,systematic elimination
of some componentsof A, so that if, for example, one eliminates component A,, the remaining reduced amplitude
A’ = (A,, A,,...,AA,) is again described by the equation of
form ( 1), but with D replacedby a new reduced, Hermitian
dispersion matrix D’( k,x) of dimension N - 1. This is the
essenceof the congruent reduction technique.6The elimination of the amplitude componentscan usually be continued,
one by one, until the final, irreducible system of order
M( M < N), characterizedby a final reducedM x M dispersion matrix D{ is obtained. All elementsof this final matrix
are small [of O(S), where S is a small, dimensionlessin‘) Present address:Fusion Center and ResearchLaboratory of Electronics,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139.
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homogeneity parameter]. The salient feature of the congruent reduction procedure is that not only the form ( 1) of the
transport equation is preservedat each reduction step, but
also the “action flux” J is both conserved
aJ1
J;=
-A’t.$&
(3)
a.e
P
and preserved,to 0( 6),
J’=J + O(S)
(4)
throughout the reduction procedure.
Despite the above-mentioned advantages of dealing
with Hermitian problems, one can notice that only systems
with no free energy (i.e., passive,stable plasmas) were so far
formulated in the Hermitian form. The present work is devoted to the Hermitian description of a different type of a
problem, i.e., that of electrostatic perturbations in interacting inhomogeneouselectron beams. The free energy in an
electron beam leadsto its small-amplitude perturbations exhibiting both positive and negative energy waves. We shall
show that the presenceof the free energyin this problem still
allows the Hermitian description, but, nevertheless,leads to
mode couplings different from those describedpreviously in
systems with no free energy. In particular, in contrast to
embeddedpairwise couplings of modeswith the sameenergy
sign, the positive-negative energy mode interactions in Hermitian systems may lead to a localized amplzj%ation of the
modes (seethe examplein Sec.IV). The scopeof the presentation will be as follows: In Sec. II, we shall formulate the
simplest single beam, nonrelativistic problem in the Hermitian form. We shall apply the congruent reduction technique
to this problem and generalizeto the relativistic casein Sec.
III. Finally, the Hermitian coupled beam problem will be
consideredin Sec. IV.
L=O,

II. SINGLE, NONRELATIVISTIC

BEAM PROBLEM

Consider a nonrelativistic electron beam propagating in
the x direction in a neutralizing ion background. Assume the
following time-independentone-dimensionalequilibrium of
the ions and electrons:
uoj = 0, noi = noi (X)9
uOe= u&L
(5)
no, = no(x),
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Then Eqs. (10)) (tg), and ( 12) become (on using no

where

xdvJdx

n&J = 0,

3

(6)

= - v, dn/dx)

--aE d-=0
at

= -e[-%(x)

dE, _

”

-dx

-e[n,(x)

+E,..,(x)],

(7)
(8)

-ni(X)],

and .I$ ext(x) is the externally generated electric field, Perturbing the electron equilibrium and leaving the ions stationary,
n,kt) = no(x) + n,(w),
u, W) = vo(x) + u, Lw)’
(9)
E(W) = E,(x) + E,(x,t),
we obtain the following complete set of linearized Maxwell,
continuity, and momentum equations describing the perturbed quantities:

p

(20)

’

Z.E+vo~-+~r

au

au

(21)

3dv,u*w

atfvoi%‘z

dx

P E=O,

(221

where we use the usual notation wP = ( noe2/meo)I”. Finally, we use the eikonal representation for the unknown threecomponent vector Z = (E, u,r ) ‘, i.e.,

= Re[A(x)e-‘@‘fi@6’x)],

Then, if (by definition)
k(x) -s@?!!
dx’

we can rewrite Eqs. (2Q)-(22) in the standard form (1):

(11)
m ~+--&(v,u,)
(

>

+eE,=O,

(12)

where
rI = noul + nluO
(13)
is the linearized electron flux.
Equations ( lo)-( 13) yield the small-amplitude conservation equation. Indeed, from E?q.( 10) we obtain
a 6
--eE,r, = 0,
(14)
at 2
which on using ( 12) and ( 13) to expressE, and I I becomes

5y+g=o,

(15)

where
W= (c&f/2)

+ n,(muf/2)

+ mv,v,n,

(16)

and
S = mv,v,r,
(17)
are the small-amplitude energy density and flux of the electron beam system.7
Our aim now is to cast Eqs. ( lo)-( 12) into the Hermitian form ( 1). As a first step to this goal, we replace n, in
( 11) by the expression (I’* - n,v, )/u, obtained from Eq.
( 13). This substitution replaces ( 11) by

(18)
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D=

o - kv, - ivf, ,

--w

0

(26)

0
1
( iup o - kv, + iv;
where VA= dvddx. Thus, we have a Hermitian problem.
Now, we shall make the geometric optics assumption regarding the slowness of variation of the equilibrium parameters and therefore, view 2, u, I?, and k as slowly varying
quantities, in the sensethat if 6 representsone of these quantities, then

L d

k I dx

I

-O(d),

(27)

where S( 1 is a small, dimensionless parameter. Then, Eq.
(25) can be solved perturbatively and yields the conventional Hermitian transport equation for the slow amplitude
A = (&@, T)?

At this stage, we calculate the conserved action flux in
the system:
J=

-A*

$$4=vo(u*r+

UT*)

= 4mvoW,Lv,

(281

where (* * *), means averaging over time. But, the action
density is usually defined as
(29)

so that, in our case
Q=pq=-~iq2+(~*F+m*)

U = (mn,) “*v,,
= (m/n,)“*r,.

(25)

where dispersion matrix D (k,x) is Hermitian and given by
w
0
- iwp

Q= A+,

Now we introduce new dependent variables
E = el/=E:
0
11

r

-zz+f[$e)l*A7

- Ki*A- aDd A

(19)

= 4(w:i2)

+ n,(mv?/2)

+ mvonlvl),.
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It can be seen [compare to Eqs. (16) and (17)] that, to
within a factor of 4, Q and J are the time-averaged smallamplitude energy density and flux in the system.

Rx) aD(*)(x)/ak
,=
r(o) (I aD’*‘(O)/ak

-

l/2

I D’“=O >

(39)

111.CONGRUENT REDUCTION AND RELATIVISTIC
GENERALIZATION

Here, we shall apply the congruent reduction procedure6 to the single, inhomogeneous beam problem described
above. We consider the third-order system (25) characterized by dispersion matrix (26), view the right-hand side of
Eq. (25) as small [of 0( 6) 1, and eliminate (reduce) component E of A from the problem. The remaining two component vectors A (” = ( E,F) T after this first reduction step is
again described by the transport equation of form (25) with
D replaced by

The two remaining components of the original amplitude A
can now be found by reversing the congruent reduction procedure, i.e.,
u=

[(w - kv,)/w]T

I?= i(w,/w)T

+ O(S),

+ O(6).

(40)

Finally, we observe that Eq. (37) yields two possible
modes in the system. These modes differ by their energy
density sign. Indeed, to the lowest order in S [see (29) ]
Q=At.?++&+,P(*

D”’

w - kv, - iv;

-Cd

=

w-kv,+ivA

-o$/m

1
*

(31)

More generally, the elements of the reduced matrix [as (29),
for example] are obtained from D by using the rule
qducw = Dg - D,D,/D,,
+ A,, ij#k,
(32)
if component Ak associatedwith the diagonal element D,, of
D is eliminated. In (30)) A, is an 0( 6) correction given by

- -$-(2)s(%),

ij#k.

-ci$/c-o+

[(w-kvO)*+

D(*) = - [w; - (w - kv,)*]h,

( 1 d aD(*) T
2dxdk.(
> *

= (o f o,)&,.

(37)

Then, since k(x) is aleady known, Eq. (36) becomes
’

(43)

-+Ev,

y(&+v~)v-SE=

(4-4)

-;E,

or
(45)

m($+v$)v++E=O.

Linearization of (45 ) yields
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(46)

where
l/r’ = 1 - (2$/c*),

(47)

y1 = VI& u1/c2,

(48)

and
evoEo
1 dye vo dye
-7=--=--~0 dx
voc
‘yo dt
On using (48) and (49) in Eq. (46) we obtain

(49)

(38)

yielding the solution for the slow-amplitude component
1459

(-$+v-$)y=

where the relativistic factor y = ( 1 - v*/c*) -I’*. We use
Eqs. (43) and (42) and rewrite the latter as

(36)

This equation can be easily solved by using the usual geometric optics approach,’ i.e., by first defining k(x) via
= OJk(x)

(42)

(35)

while T is described by the scalar transport equation of form
(25) with D replaced by D (*), i.e.,

D’*‘[k(x),x]

(&+v&)(,, = -;E,

(v;)*]/w

(34)
associatedwith the remaining component A (*)= T. Finally,
to O(6) [ (dvo/dx)*-O(S*)]

- iD (2)T = --aD(*) dF
ak dx

(41)

where the upper sign corresponds to the positive sign in
(37). We shall see in the next section that the possibility of
having the negative energy mode is of crucial importance
when mode coupling of two inhomogeneous interacting
beams is considered.
The last topic being considered in this section is the relativistic generalization of the theory. In the one-dimensional
relativistic case the exact momentum and energy equations
are

(33)

In the transition from (26) to (31) A, = 0.
Our next (second) reduction step is the elimination of
the component uof A”’ = ( G,F) T [this is allowed since we
view - o( = D,,) as an object of O(S)]. Transformation
(32) applied to matrix (3 1) then yields a scalar dispersion
function
D”‘=

= ~~~Fl’,

~+~(v,v,)

+~~v,
YO dx

+eE,
d

=O. (50)
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Finally, we define a new variable

(30) for calculating the relativistic energy density and flux
and J = - A t*a D/ak*A ) . The results
are
( Q = A tea D/&=A

(51)

4 = dv*
for which (50) becomes

Q=
+eE=O.

(52)

This equation must be combined with linearized Maxwell
and continuity equations [ Eqs. ( 10) and ( 11) ] :
aE
‘O at

-J-erl

$+

=O,

ar = 0,
--L
ax

(53)

where now [compare to ( 13) ]
n, = (l/v,)(r,
- &Jv;/~)*
(54)
By introducing, similarly to the nonrelativistic case,new dependent variables
E = ,&j2,‘
j1,
0
U= (mn,)‘~2v;,
r = (m/n,)

“*r,,

(55)

we transform (52) and (53) into
--aE
at

upr = 0,

which is the desired Hermitian form for the relativistic case
[compare to Eqs. (20)-(22) ] characterized by the dispersion matrix [compare to (26) ] :
0
0
- iw,
0

--w/y;:
w - kv, + iv;

w - kv, - iv;
0

1
.

(57)

In conclusion, we seethat formally the transition to the onedimensional relativistic theory is equivalent to the replacements
v,*Av,,
no* no44 Y
(58)
in the nonrelativistic description. For example, in the reduced relativistic case T is again described by the scalar
transport equation of form ( 36), where [see Eq. (35) ]
D* = - [c$/yi

- (w - kvo)2]/w

(59)

so that

k(x) = (o zt up/r’d2,/vo.

(60)

u0w0p(x)~‘*(0)
) - I’*
v0(0)~,(0)y3~*(x)

This checks (again within a factorof4) with what one would
obtain from the small-amplitude conservation of energy for
relativistic e beams7
IV. COUPLED BEAM PROBLEM

Consider two coupled thin-sheet beams propagating
parallel to each other in x direction with a free spaceseparation between the beams.The coupling between the beamsis
assumedto be the result of the extension of the electric field
in free space.We shall also restrict ourselves, for simplicity,
to the nonrelativistic case.
The linearized momentum equations describing the
beams can be written as
a(vOiv~i)

hi

ax

mat+(

+ e.F,i = 0,

)

(64)

(65)

where either i = 1, j = 2, or i = 2, j = 1, and E ii are the
electric fields one would have for fully decoupled and infinite
cross-sectionbeams, i.e., by definition,
dE ;i
-‘O at

er,i = 0.

The “heuristic” parameters R f and C2 in our model are
slowly varying self-field reduction factors resulting for the
thin-sheet beam i and the coupling coefficient, respectively.
The rigorous derivation of the expressionsfor these parameters is out of the scopeofthe present study. Finally, we write
the linearized continuity equations for the beams
(671

uyi - nOivli)/voi,

or, on using flli =

ahi
Y&- f

ahi

vOi

-

ax

au,,
-

no,

-

at

=

0.

(68)

In order to symmetrize the momentum and AmpereMaxwell equations (64) and (66) we now introduce new
fields E,& defined by the linear transformation
Eli =aiEri

aEli

Also, Eqs. (58) allow us to use directly results (28) and
Phys. Fluids B, Vol. 4, No. 6, June 1992

+ C2Erj,

CpE;j,

- - e(V,, +q)
‘O at
(61)

1460

(63)

(69)

where a, and fl are parameters to be related to R Fand Ct.
The new fields are described by the equations

Then Eq. (39) yields

Rx)
-=
r(o)

J=4mvodW,Lu.

f2’,i = RfEii

[ ice,

(62)

where 8 ri is the electric field perturbation acting on the ith
beam. We write %‘ri as a linear combination

(56)

D=

+ dnomu:/2 + muozhu,),,

4(~&:/2

and

= 0.

At this point we make the choice of ai and Pso that FXI.(64)
expressedin terms of Eli becomes
L. Friedland and A. Bers
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( at

a(v;;li)

%i

m-+

1

+ a&Eli + &.qj = 0.

E.I z.zl ;l2EIL?

(71)

Vi = (mn,i)“2v,i,

The proper choice is

ri = (m/n,i)“2~,i,

(74)
and usethe eikonal representationfor the unknown six-component vectoi

a:+p2=R:,
Pb,

(72)

+ a,) = C2.

Note now that the complete system of equations (70)) (7 1) ,
and (68) in the new variables yields the conservation law in
the general form ( 15) , where Wand S are

E,
Ul
r*

z=

exp [ - iwt + iqb(x) ]

E2

W=

C (+
i=

+ noi !$

+ mv,iv,in,i),

u2

I,2

I r2

s= 2 mv,iv,ir,i.
i= 1,2

= Re {A(x)exp[

(73)

1

(75)

The slow amplitude A in (75) is again describedby the Hermitian transport equation of form (25 ), where in the present
case [compare to Eq. (26) ]

At this stage,similarly to the single beam case,we define
new dependent variables
I

D=

- iw + i$(x)]}.

w

0

- la1 up1

0

0

- @up2

0

--CO

w - kv,, - iv&

0

0

0

laz,w,,

w - kv,, - iv&

0

ipW,,

0

0

0
0

0
0

- $apl
0

w
0

0
--w

- la2wp2
w - kv,, - ivA2

ipWp2

0

0

la2q2

w - kv,, + 42

0

(76)

Now, in searching for embeddedpairwise mode coupling situations, we proceed to the reduction of order, assuming slow
variation of the equilibrium beam parameters [n,, (x) and voi(x)]. We eliminate components E, and & of A first. The
reduced amplitude A”’ = ( u,, T,, u2, F,) r after this reduction step is described by the reduced dispersion matrix [the rule
(32) was used twice to get this result] :

D’l’ =

rw - kv,,--w
-t- iv&
0

L

w - kv,, - iv&
- (4

0

0
0

+82)~~1/~
0

- (a, + a2)P~pl~p2/~

w- kvo2 +
- (a1+ a2M~p,wp2/w

O

(77)

w - kv,, - iv;,

--w

W2

- (a: +P2>w~2/w

I

Next, we reduce u, and u2 [the corresponding diagonal elements ( - w) are assumedbeingof 0( 1) 1. The two-component reducedamplitude A ’ = (I’*, I?,) T is then describedby
the dispersion matrix
D(2)=

7
ID,
v 1
02

’

(78)

where to O(S)

(af+P’)ti$]/ti,
(79)
Dizz I,2 = [(~-kVgi)‘(80)
T = - (a, + a2Mw,l~p2/~.
Hermitian dispersion matrix D”’ has the standard form allowing local pairwise linear mode conversion situations. The
mode conversion happens when in some region in space,
T-O(S) (normal degeneracy6)and both D,[k(x),x]
and
D, [ k (x) ,x] become simultaneously small [also of O(S) 1.
In our case this happens when, for instance, the coupling
1461
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constant p is of O(S) (the beams are sufficiently far away
from each other) and, simultaneously,
Di= I,2 z [(w - kvoi)’ -a&$1/o-O(S).

(81)

These conditions are always satisfied near the crossing point
x0 such that D,[k(xo),xo]
= D,[k(x,),x,].
An interesting
situation occurs when the crossing is between the negative
energy mode of beam 1 and the positive energymode of beam
2, i.e., when [see the definitions in Eqs. (37) and (41)]
(a - kv,, -I- alop 1, = ,+,,= (w - kv,, - a2wp2 )x = x, = 0.
(82)

Near the crossing
D,=; - (2a,q,,/w)

(0 - kv,, + alap

1,

(83)
Therefore, if one initially excites mode 1, the transmission
D2Z + (2a,q,,/w)

(w - kv,, - a2wp2 ).

L. Friedland and A. Bers
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_-- A”“.ag2)eA”1

coefficient for this mode after passing the crossing point is
[see Eq. ( 15) in Ref. 8 with the substitution ( - 1)
= exp( f 2%) I
T=

(IT,IL/IT,I?n)

=exp(

+2mfIBI,=,),

= W~)(~,2a2v021~212
-~plalvOlI~112)
= const(x).

(84)

where B is the Poisson bracket
B-

80, aD2

aD, aD,.

ax

ak

ak

ax

In the final result of Ref. 8 it was stated that, based upon
causality, the negative sign in the expression for Tshould be
used. However, this is in general not correct. In addition to
causality, one must take into account the conservation of
energy flux, especially in systemswhere the small-amplitude
energiesmay be both positive and negative. Indeed, for the
two coupled waves of Eq. ( 8 1) :
J = _ At. d.A
ak

Ts

exp

1 L+,,o;,

[

If v,,, teen> 0 and before the crossing I?, = Ilo and I?, = 0,
then, after the crossing and excitation of T, ( IT2[’ > 0),
II?,\’ must also grow to satisfy Eq. (85). Thus, the sign in
(84) is positive and we have an “amplification” of mode 1
resulting from the coupling. The reason for such an “unstable” coupling are the opposite signs in the contributions of
modes in Eq. ( 85), which, in turn, is the result of the opposite
energy density sign of the two coupled modes. The calculation of the transmission (amplification) coefficient (84) can
now be completed by using approximation (83) for local
dispersion functions ofthe coupled modes. After some algebra one obtains

+a2)2P2/2a~a2\

mpl~p2~al
(2kv,,/o,)
-a*]

- uO&, [ (2kvOl/ql

(86)

1 + aI] 1I ’

A much simpler expression for T is obtained when, for instance, vo2= 0. Then
T= exp

~~plmp2(a, + a2)‘P2

(87)

*

2a,a: vof$

k

f

In the Appendix we give an independent derivation of this
result by solving the differential equation for the small-amplitude beam current density in a thin-sheet beam coupled to
a thin-sheet plasma.
Finally, let us consider the conditions for the mode
crossing in our system. First, in Fig. 1, we show the typical
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x
FIG. 2, Possible crossing
events in the decelerating two-beam system.
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dependence of k * (x) (positive and negative energy mode
wave vectors) on op. Obviously, the two modes do not cross
(unless, wP -0). In the two-beam case, in contrast, the
crossing is possible at a point x0 at which
0 + a,~,, -_ w - a2mp2
=+-CD=Vola2;;l
VOI

f

yl”Pl.

(88)

vo2

The only necessarycondition for (88) is vo, > vo2.Furthermore, it follows from the characteristic dependencesof k *
on wP (see Fig. 1), that the crossings for the two-beam system when the beams are decelerated in the x direction are as
shown in Fig. 2. We observe that, in some cases,two coupling events [Fig. 2(b) ] are possible here. The analysis
above was related to a single crossing and initial excitation of
only one mode at the entrance to the crossing. Only the
crossing in Fig. 2 (a) corresponds to this case.The crossing
of the two excited modes [Fig. 2 (b) ] and further flux redistribution, possibly accompanied by an additional energy
gain due to the coupling, comprises a more difficult problem
lying outside the scope of the present work.
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APPENDIX: INHOMOGENEOUS
COUPLING

PLASMA-BEAM

In this appendix we formulate and solve the differential
equation for the beam current density in a weakly coupled
system of a thin-sheet electron beam and a thin-sheet plasma. The two thin-sheet systems can be imagined separated
by free space. They are then coupled by the fields from one
thin sheet extending to and acting on the electrons of the
other thin sheet.
We use a cold-plasma model for both sheetsand assume
one-dimensional dynamics in (x,t), as would be the casein a
strongly confining, external magnetic field. Also, for simplicity only, we ignore here relativistic effects. For comparing
the results with Eq. (87) we consider the unperturbed beam
density to be a constant, nbO, and the unperturbed beam
velocity to be also a constant, vo,and in the x direction; however, the unperturbed plasma density npo(x) is allowed to
vary in the x direction of beam fluid.
For the small-amplitude, perturbed variables it is convenient to use the beam kinetic voltage U, = (mvo/ - e) vb,
where vb is the perturbed beam velocity, the beam current
density Jb = - e(n,,vb + n,v,) where nb is the perturbed
beam
density,
and
plasma
current
density
JP = - enpo (x)v,, where up is perturbed plasma velocity.
Assuming a time dependenceexp( - iot) for all perturbed
variables, including the electrostatic fields, the small-amplitude continuity and force equations (68) and (64) with
(65) for the thin-sheet beam weakly coupled to the thinsheet plasma are
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L, Jb = - hEok 2 U,, ,

(Al)

L,Ub=R2,Eb+C2Ep.

(A21

Here L, = [ (d/dx) - i(w/v,)]
with wb = (e2n,,/
mea) ‘I2 the beam plasma frequency, R E is the field reduction factor for the thin-sheet beam, which we allow to be a
function ofx (more generally it is an operator in x) , and C 2 is
the weak-coupling coefficient between the beam and plasma
thin sheets,which we can also allow to vary in x. The force
equation for the thin-sheet plasma weakly coupled to the
thin sheet beam is
-iweo/P

=wi(x)(RcE,

+C2E,),

(A3)

where wP = [ e2npo(x)/mea] II2, R2 is the fluid reduction
factor for the thin-sheet plasma (alio allowed to be a function of x) , and C 2 is the same as in Eq. (A2) to assure an
overall conservative coupled system. Finally we have the
Maxwell-Ampere equations (66) :
iw+!Tb = Jb,

(A4)

iwe&,

(A51

= J,,.

Equations (Al)-(A5)
describe the small-amplitude dynamics of the coupled system.
The differential equation for J,, is obtained as follows.
Take L, (Al) and in the resultant equation use (A2) with
(A4) and (A5) to obtain

L,(L,J,) = -k;,[Jb

+ W2/R:)Jp],

(A61

where k,, = w,,/v, with w,,~ = R,w, the reduced plasma
frequency of the beam. Next, use (A4) and (A5) in (A3 ) to
find

EpR(x)Jp= (C2/R~)[~~R(~)/~2]Jb,

(A7)

where tiPR = R,wp, and
EpR(x) = 1 - Wf (x)/w2
(43)
is the permittivity function for the thin-sheet, inhomogeneous plasma. Combining (A6) and (A7), and letting
Jb = pb (x)exp(iwx/v,),
(A9)
we obtain the sought after differential equation
EpR(x>

&R(x)
-J

h
by

t-410)

V$il2

where
x = C2/RbR,

(All)

and x2 < 1 by the initial assumption of weak coupling. Note
that (AlO) represents the coupling between the plasma oscillations modes ePR= 0 and the two beam modes, the negative and positive energy waves [ (w/v,) + k, ] in the beam.
We can now proceed to solve (AlO) for a simple example to compare with Eq. ( 87). Assume x2 is independent of
x, and let
wiR (x) = a2 + ax,

C-412)

where a is a constant. The plasma sheet permittivity (A8)
becomes
EpR = - ax/w2
(A13)
and note that a = 2tipR ( dtipR /dx) . Introducing (A 13) into
(A 10); and changing to a normalized coordinate
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[=

(1 -X2)‘j2kbRX=:kbRX,

(A14)

we find

(A151
where
7 = X2@2k,,/a( 1 -X2)

1’2cl,y202kbR/a.

(Ale)

Thus we obtained the Budden equation with asymptotic solutions giving

IJbk+= + co)12

and the plasma are homogeneous,small-amplitude perturbations evolve in an absolute instability manner and the assumption of a steady-stateresponseis meaningless.When
the electrons in the plasma are given a finite drift velocity in
the direction of the beam (or a finite thermal spreadin velocities)’ the instability becomesconvective and solving for a
responseat a given frequencyis meaningful. For the inhomogeneousplasma and uniform beam treated in this appendix
we have found the responseof the weakly coupled system at
a real frequency. For the plasma with an arbitrarily small
velocity in the direction of the beam and the negative energy
beammode excited at x = - co the result of Eq. (87) is then
appropriate.

=enp[
+I(&)k,?z!i17)
where we have used (Al 1) and ( AlZ), written
[dq,(x = O)/dx] = wk. The sign in the exponent in Eq.
(A 17) dependson whether one excites the positive or negative energybeam modes at g = - COwith the positive (amplification) sign corresponding to the unstable coupling between the negative energy beam mode and the positive
energy plasma oscillations. Using the relations in Eq. (72))
we find that (A 17) with the positive sign is exactly the same
result obtained in the text, Eq. (X7), for the same problem.
In conclusion, it should be noted that the cold beamplasma interaction is rather singular. When both the beam
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